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In the methods of  mathematics  teaching fervently promoted by reformer educationists, 
teaching is not just to consist in putting the student through a routine of lessons – 
syllabus-dictated fashion; the teacher is not just to  present  knowledge as a ready-made 
standardized package of  fixed facts – theorems and proofs - to be acquired by the student 
through rote-memorization. Instead of being just conducted along  -  rather ‘dragged 
along’ – heaps of facts that should get scooped up into the head, the boy or girl is to be  
guided along paths of basic concepts  and ideas,  let to walk by oneself while holding the 
hands of the teacher – let to grasp things  through experiential exercise  of one’s own 
thinking power. The teacher’s role was to plan the paths – the courses – wherein to give 
such loose-hand-holding guidance. Under such care, the student goes through learning, 
more and more as a process of development in thinking rather than memorizing. In such 
learning, of any topic lesson, the student, gradually fed on self-confidence in independent 
understanding, is seen to reach (as though suddenly) a so-called ‘take-off’ stage  from 
whereon he or she can deal with such topics by oneself – having truly learnt it.  
 
    Having said so much on the ‘take-off’ concept one must be interested to see how far it 
has been implementably interpreted by its takers – educational institutions that subscribe 
to it. So far as one sees, there are now ‘Math Laboratories’ being designed mostly as 
repositories of ‘practical’ demonstrators of   ‘visual’ proofs and interpretations of certain 
theorems and concepts. The emancipation that the student has got from the hitherto-
complained strait-jacket spoon-feeding of lessons, is found to be up to the level of being 
let ( instead of led ) along newly devised paths of  learning the known  -  but, note it, only  
up to that level. The freedom of experimenting by oneself is still only along specifically 
designed paths to specific classes of  ‘results’: e.g. studying  of known geometric results 
through device of jigsaw puzzle type setups, understanding  construction of the number 
system and arithmetic operations and their properties. From the feeding of fixed lessons 
the student is being  progressed  to  independent  thought-exercises  along fixed  paths 
leading to fixed known areas of mathematical results….…..It is like the (so-called) 
conducted tours in which the tourists are allowed freedom to get down and go round by 
themselves but only to specific places, along specific paths. They are not like explorers 
who go into wide regions even in the absence of a knowledgeable guide, straying along 
trails with or without any specific destination in mind. The simile points to what a true 
mathematician is  -  an explorer by oneself  into areas of mathematics, with the 
faculty of independent creative thinking – the researcher. All the present methods of 
teaching – as pedagogically laid down – have still not included creative research in their 
fold. CAN RESEARCH BE TAUGHT?  
 
     The researcher, the creative mathematician, goes in search of results in specific 
subject areas by venturing in the general direction of the area and guessing and creating 
paths ex tempore, on the spot, in the manner of a deep-forest adventurer. Or he or she 
may just get oneself ‘lost’ in not-well-known areas of the subject just to find new hither-
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to unknown results – powerful in application, or beautiful in form or both. What is his or 
her mind like? Where and how does one acquire the stuff that such creative working is 
made of? (Don’t say that researchers are only born!) Are there clearly discernible 
elements of research methodology – or are there not? In order to find answers to these 
questions one could observe the thinking processes of the approacher to a stated problem 
– how the perspective of the problem setting is first perceived; how a researching mind 
does not stop with a solution achieved but widens the perspective, to generalize the 
enunciation itself; how a simply stated problem is attacked in the round-about way of 
tackling a more complex generalized version of which it is a bye-product, and so on and 
so forth. 
   
The above ‘hot-air sounding’ paragraph can be seen to take a more tangible form of 
specific statements expressing ‘principles of research-mindedness or research approach’ 
that subconsciously work at successive stages of attacking a problem or a set of 
problems. An example is presented below, where a very simple elementary problem got 
grown higher and higher in complexity to levels of seminal research. The problem was 
actually given to a group of students of up to high school level –[who pursued it with 
their varying problem-solving intelligence and skills.]—and the pursuers were driven to 
the realization of what more [than these skills] was required to break each impasse, at 
successive stages, me the problem-giver himself, to the realization of how that 
requirement vaguely felt by the student, could be crystallized into an enunciation of a 
‘principle of research approach’. 
 
: 

The problem at the initial stages 
I.   x + y and x2 + y2 are given. What is x3 + y3? 
II   x + y + z,  x2 + y2 + z2, x3 + y3 + z3 are given. What is x4 + y4 + z4? 
III What next? 
IV What then?  
 

 
The actual  stage-by-stage progress in the exercise of the case study may not deserve 
space in this paper – and is better presented orally [as it was in fact done  - as an invited 
talk by the author in the recent NIME2011 programme at Cochin University].  It should 
suffice here to record the summum bonum of the formulation of  principles of  approach -  
both from the student’s angle and the teacher’s -  that spell out  creativity in research  as 
some thing over and above proficiency in knowledge-building and prodigiousness in 
problem-solving. 
 
In Sum   
 
Consider the following perspective of Teaching:-  
1. [Student’s] Knowledgebase Building  
2. [Non-routine] Problem Solving Skills – Engendering / Training 
3. Research-minded Approach – Inculcating 
 



Knowledge building is the teaching of all the subjects / topics  with standard 
‘bookworks’ and graded exercises included.   
 
         * It is  much of the nature of ‘spoon feeding’. 
         * It makes the student a library. His/her using that store is another question. 
         * He/she may have studied but not learnt. 
         * No creativity, essentially. [This is no inane statement, if one is aware of the 
            ordained practice in at least one State [of our great country]  to set question papers   
           giving only the book works – the fully worked out problems in the prescribed text    
           books  - with the worked-out numerical data given verbatim - a sure prescription 
           to kill any creativity in the learner]    
 
Engendering Problem-Solving Skill means teaching Knowledge [in the foregoing 
manner] PLUS established methods of  solving problems. 
  

Skill  in – Knack of choosing an apt  one out of the variety of taught techniques in 
 attacking a given problem is not taught – it is engendered, by the teacher / guide 
‘throwing’ non-routine ideas that are ‘caught’ by the student who has a flair for it. 
Any modicum of creativity, if present, is kindled. 
 

Research :-  As a critical faculty this is positively more than the above two in the 
following context. 
 
Comes there a stage when different attackers of a problem, of same level of knowledge 
and also of same level of non-routine problem-solving skills get ‘stuck up’ at different 
levels of one and the same problem.  The normally understood method of ‘teaching’ them 
at this point consists in immediately teaching them the correct solution by showing them  
an established method or technique that has not been taught hitherto. That cannot be 
called  teaching to do research. Adopt the following line of guidance:- 
 
The teacher / guide does not teach them the correct solution. He/she observes what 
different mental blocs beset them at different mathematical steps. An analysis of the 
findings can be as fruitful as the teacher’s/guide’s competence affords! Based on such 
observations and analysis the teacher / guide could devise a guide-line statement / advice 
of a strategy of mathematical comprehension of the given problem in an entirely new 
way. Without any indicating of the actual answer, teach the student new areas of 
mathematics, one of which at least could have a bearing on the given problem. 
 
At this stage certain rules / directions / principles get formulated as the hallmarks of 
research pursuit, for aspiring researchers to imbibe:- 
 
  
Given a problem,  do not go crashing straight into it. Go round it. Tend to see any 
problem as an instance of a type or class. E.g. A numerical problem should induce you to  
Go for its algebraic version.  
 



Embedding one family of problems into a more complex system – a la Richard Bellman:- 
In an apparent paradox, simple versions of some problems may be very challengingly 
intractable, whereas their complex generalized forms may resolve unbelievably easily, 
giving much more fruit than the original problem asked for. [The teacher should, off and 
on, present instances of this, in a not-necessarily rigorous way. E.g. Studying Fibonacci 
numbers, Partition functions  through Generating Series]. 
 
‘Reverse Accommodation’ 
 
When a problem is intractable to a frustrating level, ‘forget about it’ –  relegate it to the 
subconscious and proceed on the course of learning new subject areas. But at every new 
context of learning new methodologies and structures in new areas of mathematics, bring 
up the unsolved problem on the subconscious back-burner, so to say, and try viewing the 
problem metamorphosable into the new symbolisms. Out of the blue, most times, the 
couching of the old problem into the new manipulable form cracks the impasse. This is 
one of the methods proved successful in cryptanalysis wherein a code or cipher text has 
been  found to crack just in front of code breaker’s  constant intensive mute gaze while a 
kaleidoscope of innumerable ‘abstract patterns’ race through in the brain, testing for a 
match. 
 
Create Problems out of Solutions! 
 
The clinching argument  of evolution of research thinking beyond problem-solving is the 
attitude of approach to confronted problems. Given the most complex problem the astute 
non-routine problem-solver does not stop till he/she obtains the solution through 
ingenious methods. But he/she stops there. That is the ‘End of Program’ for him/her. On 
the other hand,  the research-minded  one does not stop even with the solution. It is the 
characteristic of research that one goes beyond an achieved solution, to studying the 
methods of such solutions, and there on to studying of patterns of mathematical structure 
of those methods, and so on regressively. The definitive element of pure research is what 
can be called ‘aimless’ curiosity and inquisitiveness in venturing through areas of 
mathematics (like adventurous pioneer explorers of uncharted wildernesses) with a 
predilection to discovering  abstract methodologies and structures and working out 
unifying or underpinning features among. Effectively it is the teacher’s job to train the 
research aspirant to identify patterns in the pure mathematical sense. 
 
The four paragraphs with underlined headings have the quality of delineation of research 
that can be further developed into instructions / guides from both the teacher’s and the 
student’s point of view.  In that sense Research can be said to be Teachable 
 
 

 
 
 


